COM 1 (Level 1) – SR1, Cerebro, SR1 Foyer. Food for guests @ COM1 (Level B1)- B1 open area* (*not in map). OVERALL TOTAL : 87 projects.
SR1 Lobby – (33 poster boards, 14 shared big consoles, 34 consoles, 1 projector, 1 laptop)
**Cerebro@SoC** (10 shared big consoles, 10 Poster Boards). Note: CS3240 project numbers are not in sequence (projects 6, 13, 17, 18 and 19 are dummy numbers).
SR1 – Closing ceremony & Voting Kiosk (3 laptops, 21 consoles, 12 poster boards and 1 SB).
Registration Desk (5 Laptops)

Sponsor Thanks

COM 1 – Level 1 (6 consoles, 3 poster boards)
Basement 1 – Buffet Spread for Guests (350 pax + 50 pax VIP).
3 row. (4 A3 Signboards for the Food rows)
Outside SR1— 2 poster boards, 1 A3 Size Signboard (SB)